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Abstract
Information overload is the challenge of the modern era
and text the medium. Every adult reader would benefit
from faster reading, provided they could retain comprehension. The present work explores the reading speed
gains possible solely by manipulating typeface. We consider that optimal typeface might be a matter of an individual’s preferred font, or that some fonts might be better for
all users. Indeed, eight in ten of our participants believed
their favorite font would be their best. Instead, our findings
showed that the preferred font was seldom best, and one
font did not fit all. Adult readers in our study read better
with varying fonts. An average 117 word per minute difference between worst and best typeface, or around 10 additional pages an hour, means font choice is of real-world
significance. Our discussion focuses on the challenges of
rapidly identifying an individual’s optimal font, and the exciting individuation technologies such an advance allows.
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Introduction and Related Work
The written word is the interface of choice for the information in our digital age. In work and pleasure alike, modern
readers face pressure to comprehend ever-increasing
amounts of information. In the face of information overload, new tools are needed. Prior work has identified one
straightforward tool of optimization: typeface [1, 27]. In
both at-a-glance and long form reading, font choice has
been shown to mediate reading ability [4, 11, 15]. We
posit that through optimal typeface, reading can be accelerated toward significant real-world improvement. If so,
we expect a path toward systems which re-format information, optimizing the written word to enable fast, effective reading.

Figure 1: Our study alternated
between preference and
effectiveness tests. Each
preference test included a
double-elimination tournament of
4 fonts. In the effectiveness test,
participants read passages in a
fixed font which was either a
random font or their most
preferred font from the previous
tournament.

What, then, is an ideal font choice? While some fonts are
indeed better at conveying information than others, subjectivity is commonplace. O’Donovan identified the difficulty modern users face selecting their preferred font [21].
If users could pick their preferred font, would it also be an
effective font choice for them? Our work accepts this challenge to identify a user’s most preferred font and compare
it with their most effective font in terms of reading speed
and comprehension. In the past, Boyarski et al. allowed
users to make pairwise comparisons using two physical
monitors, each showing a different font family [8]. This
idea of pairwise comparisons to derive a definitive ranking
for user preference is prevalent across the HCI community [17, 22, 29]. Recent work into font preference and
effectiveness has mostly ignored this comparison method
to derive a definitive ranking, instead relying on a Likert
scale or ranking four or fewer fonts [3, 6, 7, 25, 28].
Starting with the hypothesis that people’s font preferences
can point to more effective fonts, in this work we design
and validate a method to quickly determine a participant’s

preferred font using pairwise comparisons. Using our font
preference toggle test, we can derive a user’s definitive
ranking from among 16 fonts. This method can be deployed in the wild, outside of lab settings, using crowd
workers. We compare 16 modern fonts, many of which
have never been studied before to evaluate user preferences and font effectiveness [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 25].
This work offers a first step towards large-scale studies in
users’ naturalistic environments, to revisit the relationship
between preference and readability. In this initial investigation, we introduce a preference toggle test and pit font
preference against effectiveness, with a definitive ranking
and a higher number of fonts than previous studies. Our
evaluation metrics focus on the individual’s experience,
pointing towards findings that are personal in nature.

Procedure
Study design: To compare preference and effectiveness
per font, we designed a study to alternate between (i) preference tests, where participants performed a toggle task
comparing a set of four fonts and (ii) effectiveness tests to
determine reading speed and comprehension, where participants read two sets of consecutive passages and answered comprehension questions in a single font (Fig. 1,
bottom). Participants also completed a practice phase
mimicking one main study block, and pre- and post-surveys.
Study phases (i) and (ii) alternated per main study block
and the wrap-up block (Fig. 1, top). In the wrap-up block,
participants chose their most preferred font by comparing the four winning fonts from the main study blocks
and then performed an effectiveness test with the same
font. Participants saw all sixteen fonts across the preference tests. Due to study time limitations, participants only
tested five total fonts for effectiveness. During the effectiveness tests, half of the time, participants read passages

in a preferred font (from their preference tests), and the
other times in another randomly-assigned font.
Fonts: To account for fonts people encounter regularly,
we selected 4 fonts from each of 4 sources (Fig. 2): (i) the
most common fonts used for digital documents1 , (ii) popular fonts for print media [14], (iii) fonts recommended by
readability experts [13, 26], and (iv) the most common
fonts used on websites2 . Our default font size of 16px is
based on prior work [4, 12, 19] and is the default setting in
modern browsers (e.g., Firefox, Chrome).
Reading passages: For the font preference tests, we used
10 passages (74–76 words) from a history textbook [18].
For the effectiveness tests, we obtained 12 text passages
(113–175 words) from a reading specialist, on topics including nature, science, home improvement, etc. at an
8th-grade level, along with two comprehension questions
per passage. During the study, we randomized, across
participants, which passages were shown in which fonts.
Toggle task: For a user to converge on their preferred font
quickly, we designed an interface to toggle between two
fonts and have the user choose the preferred one, using the prompt: “What font is easier for you to read in?"
(Fig. 3). Toggling between pairs of options at a time provides a simple and efficient method for assessment, motivated by other pairwise comparison tasks in the wild,
such as eye exams and hearing aide adjustments [20].
Figure 2: The 16 fonts used
during our study, chosen for their
popularity and diverse use cases.
Fonts are loaded from our server
ensuring a consistent user
experience. We used the open
source EB Garamond.

Instead of an exhaustive comparison of all pairs of fonts,
we use a double-elimination tournament, where a font is
eliminated after a participant picks against it twice. The
total number of pairwise comparisons using this approach
is (N − 1) × 2 + 1, where N is the total number of fonts in
1
2

Obtained from an Adobe corpus of 2302 PDF documents.
https://fonts.google.com/analytics

this study. The pairing of fonts is randomized before each
round of pairwise comparisons. In our study, participants
also make repeat comparisons to validate the consistency
of previous selections (Fig. 1, validation block). Our toggle task fundamentally differs from recent work that uses
Likert-scale to measure preference [3, 24, 28].
Participants: We recruited 63 participants: 12 from university mailing lists, 15 from the UserTesting.com platform,
and 36 from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Participants
completed the study on the web using a device of their
choice in their natural environments. We removed 3 university participants from the study because of unusually
low comprehension scores or lack of comfort with English.
Participants across all groups ranged in age from 18 to 55
years (average = 31). Overall, 51% of participants identified as female. It took 40 minutes on average to complete
the study. Study compensation followed the pricing guidelines of each platform ($5–$20 per study).
Data preprocessing: Participants answered several voluntary pre-survey questions to ensure their data was not
affected by any diagnosed disabilities (e.g., dyslexia),
medical and neurological conditions (macular degeneration, diabetes, ADD, memory disorders, LPD, dyspraxia,
etc.), and any other external factors (reading environment,
caffeine, nicotine, etc.). For each participant who selfreported any of the above factors, we tested if their overall
words-per-minute (WPM) or comprehension score fell
outside the normal distribution of data using the interquartile range (IQR) method. Participants were also removed
if their average dwell time per font during the preference
test fell outside the normal distribution of data.
To establish a range of reading speed indicative of normal reading behavior, between skimming and reading for
memorization, we extend Carver’s recommended range of

138–600 WPM, and remove any individual results outside
100–650 WPM [9, 10]. In this study, 9% of the participant
data from the final 60 participants was removed based on
the pre-processing methods described above.

Results and Discussion
Which are the highly-rated fonts? Noto Sans (chosen by
9 participants), Montserrat, and Garamond (each chosen by 8 participants) were selected most frequently as
winners in the font preference tests (Table 1, ‘Most Preferred’). The rest of the fonts were preferred by 1–5 participants each (except no one voted for Franklin Gothic).
In other words, while there are clear winners, there is also
diversity in font preferences across individuals.
Figure 3: Participants toggle
between pairs of fonts to decide
which one is easier to read in.
This interface has a fixed width of
420px regardless of the device.
All text is rendered with a line
spacing of 1.5. Custom JavaScript
is used to ensure users cannot
modify the size of the interface or
text. This toggle test is done
repeatedly within a
double-elimination tournament
over pairs of fonts to determine a
participant’s most preferred font.
A participant toggles the font
family used to display the sample
text, then they stop on the font of
the pair they prefer, and click to
indicate their preference.

Apart from the overall winners of the preference tests,
we also considered the percent of pairwise match-ups
each font won across all participants (Table 1, ‘Win Rate’).
For a fairer evaluation, ‘Elo Rating’ is a metric that takes
into account the strength of the opponent in each pairwise match-up [16]. Win Rate and Elo Rating use many
data points because each participant compared each font
multiple times. According to these metrics, Noto Sans
and Montserrat are the top fonts, but Garamond is in the
bottom 5. How to reconcile this with the previous result?
Garamond led to split opinions across participants - those
who liked it, liked it a lot (it was their top font); others disliked it, voting it down in pairwise match-ups. Garamond
has a high inter-participant disagreement score (Table 1,
‘Disagreement’). For that matter, so does Montserrat, although it is still a top font, winning more pairwise matchups against other fonts than it lost.
Overall, Noto Sans was a clear favorite. It was in the top
5 fonts for 46 participants (almost 80% of participants).
With the highest Win Rate and average Elo Rating, it was

the most consistently preferred font. Noto Sans has not
been evaluated in previous studies [6, 8, 25].
Validation blocks during the font preference tests (Fig. 1)
allowed us to measure participant response consistency.
Individual preferences across unique font pairings were
consistent 79% of the time. No participants were found
inconsistent according to the IQR method.
Is familiarity with a font predictive of preference? We obtained ratings of participants’ familiarity with all 16 fonts
via a 3-point Likert scale administered during post-study
surveys. We found no effects of font familiarity on preference, measured as Elo Rating (r = −0.16, p < 0.017, Bonferroni corrected). The most preferred font, Noto Sans,
was also among the least familiar fonts to participants.
These findings contradict prior work showing predictive
relationships between font familiarity and preference [2].
What were the most effective fonts? We used two metrics to capture effectiveness: reading speed - measured
in words-per-minute (WPM), and comprehension score as the proportion of comprehension questions answered
correctly after reading passages in a particular font. A font
can not be deemed effective only if the reading speed increases. A high WPM but low comprehension score could
be an indication of skimming: participants continuing to
the next reading screen without internalizing the content. We observe high WPM paired with a low comprehension score for Garamond and Oswald. We assume a
font is effective if both WPM and comprehension are high,
which is the case for Noto Sans and Lato. Interestingly,
the fonts that were most ineffective for reading, having
both the lowest WPM and worst comprehension scores,
were Roboto and Avant Garde. However, there were not
enough data points for the pairwise differences in WPM
between fonts to be statistically significant at the p = 0.05

Table 1 columns:
Most preferred: The total
number of participants (out of
60) who selected the font as
their absolute favorite.
Win Rate: The percent of pairwise match-ups each font won
during the font preference test.
Elo Rating: To account for
the strength of each font in a
pairwise comparison during
the double-elimination tournament, an Elo Rating [16] was
computed per font per participant, and averaged across
participants. The initial Elo
Rating per font was 1500, and
the system ran with K = 64.
Disagreement: The standard
deviation across participants’
Elo Ratings per font. The
greater the number, the less
consensus there was among
overall preference per font.
Font Familiarity: 3-point Likert scale question from the
post-survey (3 = extremely).
Times Read: Number of times
a font was tested (read).
Words per Minute: WPM is
averaged across passages
and participants.
Comprehension: Average
accuracy at answering four
comprehension questions after
reading in a particular font.

Font
Noto Sans
Montserrat
Garamond
Roboto
Lato
Helvetica
Arial
Poynter Gothic
Times
Avenir Next
Utopia
Open Sans
Oswald
Calibri
Avant Garde
Franklin Gothic

Most
Preferred

Win
Rate

Average
Elo Rating

Disagreement

Font
Familiarity

Times
Read

Words per
Minute

9
8
8
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
0

62%
56%
43%
56%
54%
53%
55%
54%
47%
48%
51%
57%
22%
46%
40%
34%

1635
1598
1421
1583
1553
1525
1567
1542
1471
1502
1505
1598
1236
1512
1422
1329

88
124
124
78
73
103
88
63
99
82
90
71
110
80
142
78

1.82
1.79
1.88
1.84
1.77
2.30
2.64
1.77
2.39
1.80
1.91
2.00
1.80
2.27
1.86
1.82

70
102
36
83
76
62
54
112
193
57
66
73
19
65
47
48

289
285
339
254
285
315
296
279
287
278
282
300
315
311
271
312

Comprehension
94.4%
91.7%
83.3%
85.0%
92.8%
86.6%
83.9%
94.4%
93.5%
86.7%
85.9%
85.5%
85.0%
88.2%
85.4%
86.5%

Table 1: Results show Noto Sans performed consistently well. It was the Most Preferred, with highest Win Rate and Elo Rating, and the
most effective font for comprehension across all 16 fonts, while maintaining average WPM (see metric descriptions in left-hand column).

level, using two-tailed t-tests with Bonferonni correction.
The WPM of the fastest 5 fonts (average = 321) taken together, was significantly higher than the average WPM of
the slowest 5 fonts (average = 281, p < 0.003).
We conducted One-Way ANOVAs to assess the differences in reading speed and comprehension across the
three user populations tested. Students from the university population read faster (avg. WPM = 320, SD: 137;
F(2, 1163) = 29, p < 0.01) than crowd workers (User Testing avg. WPM = 303, SD: 124; MTurk avg. WPM = 278,
SD: 116). However, there was not a significant difference
in reading comprehension among the three populations.

What factors drive reading speed? The two fonts with the
highest WPM were Garamond and Oswald. Garamond
has the smallest x-height and Oswald has the second
smallest width across all fonts in our study, potentially
reducing the reading span. A piece of text split across
fewer lines can be read faster because moving the eyes
from the end of one line to the beginning of another slows
down reading [23]. However, given that Noto Sans and
Lato also have high WPM despite being pretty large fonts,
font size can not be the only factor driving reading speed.
We used ‘Mini questionnaires’ (Fig. 1) to get participants
to rate their familiarity with, and interest in, the text pas-

Interest in Passage vs. WPM
342

Not at all

325

Slightly

278

Moderately

Very

Does familiarity with a font predict effectiveness? We
found no effects of font familiarity on reading speed (r =
0.042) or comprehension (r = 0.033). In summary, familiarity with a font was predictive neither of preference nor
effectiveness of that font.

275

Extremely
150

sages read, using 5-point Likert scales. Contrary to our
initial assumption, the more interesting a passage was
rated, the slower it was read (Fig. 4). An exciting question
for future investigation is whether a good reading font, by
facilitating engagement with the text, can increase user’s
perceived interest in a reading passage.

241
200

250

300

Figure 4: Participants slowed
down when they read passages
that they found interesting.
Reading speed was measured in
words per minute (WPM), while
the interest in the passage was
rated on a 5-point Likert scale
after the reading and
comprehension questions were
completed.

Is preference predictive of effectiveness? We return to
the question that motivated this whole study. To guide
users to their most effective font, it would be easiest if
their most preferred font was also their most effective. We
measured whether participants reading in their preferred
fonts were more effective, in reading speed and comprehension, compared to when reading in other fonts.
Participants read in their most preferred font at an average rate of 303 WPM. In contrast, they read in their
fastest font at an average rate of 347 WPM (15% faster).
Only 18% of participants read the fastest in their most
preferred font; 23% read the slowest in their most preferred font (among the 5 fonts tested). Given that participants read in their slowest font at an average rate of
230 WPM, there is a 51% difference in individual reading
speed between slowest vs. fastest fonts. Around 59% of
participants scored the highest reading comprehensions
scores after reading in their preferred font; 41% scored
the lowest with their preferred font.
Participants do not know what is good for them. While the
preference test succeeded in guiding people to their most
preferred font (92% of participants agreed with their final

font recommendation), it did not always guide them to
their most effective font. These results run contrary to the
belief among 80% of participants that their most preferred
font would also be their most effective font to read in.
Because we found no consistency across participants in
which fonts were most effective, this points to the future
need for designing individuated reading experiences that
account for individual differences. Moreover, we can not
count on individual preferences for effective font selection.

Conclusion and Future Work
People read 51% faster in their fastest font compared to
their slowest font. This translates to potential gains of 10
additional pages of reading per hour! Given these gains
and our finding that different fonts are effective for different people, there is an exciting opportunity to build custom reading experiences and augment reading performance for adult readers.
Unfortunately, an individual’s preference for a font does
not predict their reading speed in that font. Discovering
which behavioral patterns or individual differences (e.g.,
age, reading experience, education level, eye conditions,
etc.) can help rapidly identify the most effective font for an
individual is a promising future direction. For instance,
some initial qualitative observations point to younger
participants actually preferring and reading faster with
smaller fonts. Additionally, whether a preferred font can
create a more favorable experience and encourage someone to read more is a question for future investigation.
The potential impacts on individual reading efficacy highlighted here point to a future where machines help adult
readers to reach their full reading potential. We invite the
multidisciplinary communities that will perform this work to
join us. Let us engineer better reading for everyone.
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